For fixed (t,x) we will minimize on V^ the following cost
(3) J^(b) +F(y^(T))
where F is Lipschitzian and has no propriety of convexity. This problem admits an optimal open-loop control, but we look for a feedback which approaches the optimum for any initial condition. For that purpose we discretize the interval of time defining:
l^=T/n (4) ^ t^= kh^ VkGH k lc-i-1 6 t the unique integer such that t€ [t ,t [ " n n And there exist multivalued (m.v.) mappings v°,v 1 ,...,v 11 from R to E n m n such that v^z^BO^.z) VzCtn n and such that for any initial condition Ct,x), if we define a trajectory y
linear on any interval [t ,t [) by y (t ) = x : with n n n n n 154
Ix^Sx^+v^) h k > 9 t ' n n n n n -n then any accumulation point y in C°(0,T;R ) of (y ) is a solution of (1) and is optimal, that is to say:
Let us now consider the following differential game. For any initial condition (t,x) the admissible trajectories are the solutions of fy^s^ACs.yCs)) + B(s,y(s)) a.e. s€= [t.T]
where A and B satisfy (2) . Let F be a Lipschitzian function on R .
Heuristically, if u and v are two sections of A and B such that there exists a solution (denoted y ) of:
then we look for u* and v*» sections of A and B, such that (9) ^yu.v*^^^*,^"^^*^0'" for any u and v section of A and B.
In general, there do not exist sections u* and v* verifying (9) and such that u* and v* are continuous with respect to the state variable.
(Obviously there do not exist open-loop controls u* and v* verifying (9).)
The topic of this paper is to find a couple of strategies which is a saddlepoint for the differential game in a certain class of strategies. For that purpose we must first define the class of admissible strategies (we use the notations (4) except h = T/2 11 and we write H for 2 -
Let us yet define the lower and upper optimal cost-functions W^ and "tk We can prove easily by induction the following : Proposition 2. All the mappings W^ Z^ W^", 7^ are Lipschitzian (with -------------".. . n n n ^ «• respect to x) with constant K (independent of n and k). §3. Saddle point theorem P roposition 3 We have when n goes to infinity: e t 9 t
principle of the proof.
First we show by decreasing induction on k that
And as 9 t is equal to (29 t) or (29 t+1) we have according to proposition 2: n+1 n n 9 t 9 ,t (14) W (x) -W n+l (x) < Cih with Ci == CoT + 2KQo n n -n Hence if we denote: 9 t W~(t,x) = lim sup W (x) _9^t we can show easily according to (14) that W (x) ->• W (t,x). We show exactlŷ 9-t , n the same way that W (x) •»• W (t,x). The end of the proposition is a consen quenqe of the following fact: such that x^Ex 1 ' + h (u^x^ + A Vk > 6 t n n n n n *n -n Thus we have:^= z^'^> -^lR ewriting this inequality for k from 9 t to rT. we obtain (15). Q.E.D.
We have evidently also: a6)
^^'w^y t.x n n n n (u ) (v ) t,x n n n n n n n n n n n n And if y is an accumulation point in C° of trajectories y axxociated to u and v we have n -----W(t,x) = J ((u) (v)) = F(y(T)) c *x n n n n
